Important Information for Domain Owners

There are a number of solicitations that a domain owner may receive, simply because of
owning a domain name. Unfortunately there are too many to list, however at
ParaFX.com we are here to help and advise.
There are a number of companies that will send out solicitations especially to new
domain owners. As a domain owner is required to provide contact info for their
ownership of the domain, this info is submitted to a public registry for domain ownership
and rights purpose. As many hosts, SEO companies, domain registration companies, and
also the less than legitimate companies out there are competing for online business and
services, there are many solicitations that a domain owner may receive.
One very common is usually sent to domain owners shortly after they register a domain.
Its an email with the subject: “yourdomain.com Expiration” (where your domain is
substituted). It originates from a different email address, but the from name is usually
“Domain Service”
It implies that your domain is expiring however if you read it carefully, the expiration is
referring to SEO services (Search Engine Optimization) However this notice is sent to
virtually all domain owners whether subscribed to such a service or not. It is not known
whether this is a legitimate service, but based on the approach – its generally regarded to
not be legitimate. But many clients mistake this for their domain itself expiring. Please
note that we are always willing to clarify for you on such notices and we can advise you
if there is a notice that is coming from our company.
Shown here is a typical example of the fraudulent notice we are referring to. Its one of
several that may be sent to domain owners.

This is an example of one of the more aggressive types of solicitation. We are limited on
options to filter or suppress these from clients, and due to the very open rules for domain
name companies – this is typical junk mail that can be received.
Our domain renewal reminders are usually in the form of “60 day renewal reminder for
yourdomain.com” It often comes from our registration services which is
“SmartHostingServers / InternetHostingServers”
This will hopefully raise awareness for clients, and if any clients wish us to clarify a
notice they may have received, we are always happy to do so. We advocate for our
clients and do not wish to see any client potentially fall victim to any fraudulent or
service they did not intend to subscribe to. Unfortunately it is sometimes hard to
distinguish but we are here to help.
Best regards,
Your Hosts at ParaFX.com

